Human Resources

Staying on the Leading Edge
Five important qualities for aspiring chief human resources officers

So you want to be a CHRO. That’s an admirable goal,
but keep in mind that the responsibilities of the CHRO
have expanded dramatically over the last few years.
Now, CHROs are expected to provide important insight and
support business goals through strategic initiatives, talent
acquisition, management and development. To stay abreast
of new trends, an aspiring CHRO must constantly evolve and
be knowledgeable about myriad issues, including: the global
workforce, analytics/digitization, succession planning, culture,
executive compensation and more. Those skills are in addition
to the expertise the position already requires, such as talent
evaluation, compensation strategy and diversity planning.
To see how CHROs are adapting to this ever-changing
landscape, we looked at the backgrounds of CHROs in Fortune
100 companies and examined the trends that are impacting
the function. We see five developments that are likely to
influence the profiles of future CHROs — and the capabilities
and experience aspiring HR leaders should be developing.
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Develop a deep understanding of the business
It’s rumored that many CEOs believe the most effective CHROs come from
non-HR backgrounds. But when it comes to hiring CHROs, leaders coming
up through the HR function continue to be favored — the number of
CHROs with no HR experience has increased by only one percentage point
over the past five years, from 13 percent to 14 percent.
Ultimately, what CEOs are looking for are CHROs who have a broad base of
business experience and can use data to provide strategic perspective for the
business. That level of business acumen and big-picture thinking often comes
from taking a non-traditional route to HR leadership, including assignments
in operations or in managing a P&L. Another way to develop relevant experience is to rotate through other functional areas of the business.
An ideal CHRO has a strong sense of the business strategy and can utilize
data to provide proactive insight. According to our research, 33 percent of
Fortune 100 CHROs have general management experience, compared with
22 percent just a few years ago. There’s also a desire for the invaluable experience — and cultural awareness, diversity and adaptability — that comes
from working abroad: 36 percent of today’s CHROs have on-the-ground
international experience, compared with 23 percent three years ago.

Become more effective in the boardroom

The most effective CHROs work closely with their boards on succession
planning, executive compensation and talent management, so aspiring
CHROs will want to gain experience in these areas. Executive compensation,
and the compliance and investor issues surrounding it, is a particularly
loaded topic, so a CHRO who can speak to the external perceptions of
executive compensation and help boards navigate that complicated terrain
provides a valuable service.
CEO succession is also a complex issue for boards, and the CHRO must be
an advocate for best practices in succession planning. This includes creating
a plan to help the board consider strategic direction, company culture,
profiles of the organization’s future leaders and a roadmap to help the current team develop. Thoughtfully developed CEO criteria provide direction for
internal candidate development plans and a framework for selecting from
among finalist candidates.
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CHROs by the numbers* Establish credibility within the C-suite
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CHROs have long been seen as advisers to CEOs, but their influence is growing and they’re increasingly viewed as important members of the C-suite. To
further boost their impact, though, they need to cultivate credibility on the key
business challenges facing the organization and develop the ability to impact
the leadership team by contributing to the long-term business strategy.
Because they have contact with top leaders, middle management and
front-line employees, CHROs learn a great deal about the dynamics
throughout the company. It can be difficult to balance the interests and
needs of the CEO, board, shareholders and employees, but a savvy CHRO
will learn to deftly manage these relationships. The best CHROs are able
to gain insights from all areas of the company while maintaining people’s
trust; they do this by keeping confidences, being a willing sounding board
and lending an empathic ear (not to mention giving thoughtful advice).
Another way for CHROs to add impact is to help evolve the company
culture. Previously, culture was often considered the sole responsibility of
HR. Today, culture is viewed as a business priority and must emanate clearly
and consistently from the top. A valuable CHRO can ensure culture is
understood by the company’s leadership ranks and can help top leaders
define — and reach — future cultural goals.

Create external networks and plug
knowledge gaps

The field of HR is constantly changing, as is its role within the larger organizational structure. To stay abreast of new trends and developments, HR
leaders aspiring to become CHROs should develop relationships and
networks with other HR leaders. Those with the most potential to move into
the top role should increase their knowledge by attending HR seminars/
training programs, reading academic and leadership journals and maintaining strong ties with mentors across industries.
Because business knowledge and experience is so vital, aspiring CHROs
should identify their own gaps in knowledge and experience and find ways
to rotate into (or partner with) other functions to learn the business. By
becoming an expert in the HR field and the business, the CHRO will be
seen as a trusted resource to the board, executive team, professional association peers and beyond.
Aspiring CHROs also may want to look into “reverse-mentoring,” where
more experienced executives partner with younger, social-media-aware and
tech-savvy talent to stay abreast of the latest digital trends.
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CHROs by the numbers*
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Become fluent with digital and analytics
As analytics transform businesses, it’s increasingly important that CHROs
have fluency with data and digital transformation to improve HR processes
and support business strategy. Companies are using digital technologies
and analytics to optimize performance and become more competitive. As
a result, they seek HR leaders who can apply insights from data to identify
and proactively target emerging challenges or support key revenue targets
through talent. New data sources and predictive analytics provide new
opportunities for HR leaders to support talent acquisition and boost learning in support of business objectives. HR leaders also will want to stay
abreast of developments in digital-management practices to better support
agile organizational design.
CHROs who can interpret data and use it to understand what drives business
performance can help recognize — and plan for — changes in the business
cycle. This ability to propose solutions, by employing workforce analytics and
modeling to see trends early and predict trends, is a truly valuable trait.
To strengthen their facility with data, aspiring CHROs may have to partner
with technology and analytics teams to develop methods for using data relative to HR issues. Human resources teams often begin to use data by setting
small, specific objectives, such as creating advanced hiring solutions.

Conclusion

18

%
are diverse

As the business world has changed, the importance of the HR function has
increased dramatically. Consequently, HR leaders have several possible routes
ahead of them, and being a CHRO is one — but it’s not the logical choice for
everyone. A divisional HR or center of excellence leadership role can be just as
valuable. If aspiring HR leaders wish to pursue the CHRO path, they’ll need to
develop strong business acumen and a good rapport with the board. They will
also need to have exemplary knowledge of governance issues, external relationships that help fill knowledge gaps and stimulate forward thinking, and
fluency with digital and data. These qualities will help today's divisional HR
executive transition into a CHRO who can implement sound strategies for
managing long-term change.
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